The One-State Solution
In Western Europe, there seem to be a consensus that the future of Palestine should lie
in a two-state solution, whereby one state is an Arab Palestine, formed by the so-called
West-Bank (which includes Jerusalem) and the Gaza-Strip, and the Rest of the former
British Mandate Palestine should be allocated to the present State of Israel. The border
between the two areas is termed the Green Line. The Israeli part, it is stated, would like
to talk; since both areas have been under complete Israeli control since 1967, such talk
could have been pretty advanced, had the Jewish part really wished to bring it to a
sensible end. However, even a superficial analysis demonstrates the Israeli position as
gaining time by seemingly endless talks which can never be peacefully ended – simply
because there is no end to the Israeli demands to the West Bank short of it all, whereas
there is no clear indication to their plans about the Gaza-Strip – anyhow barely liveable
as a sole unity.
With clarity that any talk about a two-state solution supports the Zionist position of
abusing that for further silent conquest of the area. That leaves a sensible observer only
to consider a one-state solution, without letting oneself being impressed about Israeli
promises about not making any advances in this direction.

Endless Talks, Dishonest Intentions
After the 1967-War, Israel included East-Jerusalem (a designation that includes the old
city inside the walls) into the state, a condition which the present government confirmed
this year against the position of the rest of the world an opinion Israel never cared about.
Then Israel would certainly not desist of the Jordan Valley and the great settlement
blocks (Ariel, Gush Etzion and Ma'ale Adumim which could the West Bank in two). Then
there is the Apartheid Wall, which was not created in order soon to disrupt. Since 2001,
this terrible construct disfigures the West Bank, both North and South part. Then the
Netanyahu-government came with an innocently sounding declaration, that also Nablus,
Hebron and Bethlehem shall receive attention in the heritage project, which message the
Palestinians correctly interpreted as declaration of eternal influence. Then comes the
question, if the present state of Israel could survive to call 100,000 aggressive settlers
back (of the 500.000 presently enlarging the Jewish state behind the green line).
According to a recent (July 2010) report from the Israeli Human Rights Organisation
B‟tselem, and based on official Israeli documents, settlers have by now conquered 42%
of the West Bank, of which, in turn, 21% were stolen private Palestinian land [1],
meaning that the remaining 79% were bought from the Israeli state, which also had
stolen it from the Palestinians (the report actually mentions 66%). It is worth noting that
the proclamations in Hebrew toward the Jewish population is different than that in
English meant for the foreigners, not only what the language is concerned.

The Racist State
Even before the Israeli state‟s creation, ethnic cleansing of Palestine was begun by the
then Jewish minority [2]. The last year has shown acceleration of this process [3], which
was already sharpened during the reign of Ariel Sharon. The racial discrimination, already
extreme towards Palestinians of the West Bank, is also deteriorating by non-Jews with an
Israeli passport. In Jerusalem, the residence permission is revoked for thousands of
Palestinians annually. The tragedy of Gaza – to be compared only to the Ghetto of
Warsaw during the second world-war – has been emphasized worldwide, without
significant influence on the Israeli government; the strangulation of the strip is a tragedy
to which the world has shown insufficient response.

1 http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/rights-group-israeli-settlements-control-42percent-of-west-bank-1.300303
2 http://www.schou.de/terrorwar/Ethnic-Cleansing-Palestine.pdf
3 http://www.schou.de/terrorwar/Living_Conditions_in_the_Apartheid_State.pdf

In contrast to the maltreatment of the Palestinians, which shall not be described in
details here, is the attitude towards Jews of the entire World: Jews are welcomed in each
part of the state and its colonies (except Gaza). In the settlements, they must be
considered criminal (living on stolen soil, frequent aggressive behaviour towards the
Palestinian neighbours) and they are often openly armed The strange phenomenon is,
that Jewish settlers are considered Israelis, even when they live outside what even Israel
officially admits to be the proper State; thus they are also given permission to vote,
candidate or even live as ministers in what they call „the Territories‟ (i.e.: the colonies).
Only in a small part of the West Bank, the A-zone of the Oslo Agreement, can some
Palestinians decide what other Palestinians may build, else they can decide upon virtually
nothing. This discrimination borders to a condition of slavery. However, this
discrimination also allows for the conclusion, that the whole area must be considered a
single unity (call it Israel or Palestine or something else), in which all inhabitants must be
given equal voting and other civil rights.

The End of the Jewish State
Religiously ruled states are becoming a rarity in the Third Millennium. Outside the Middle
East, you cannot find it any longer (I do not consider the Vatican a „State‟). Even the
Arab World is dominated by democratic or pseudo-democratic states, and only a few rely
on the Islamic Jurisdiction‟s medieval tradition, confronted by the Stone Age reflected in
Israel, but unfortunately supported by computers and advanced weapons. The one-state
solution, as has been practically realized by the Zionists, eventually calls for a democracy
(something Israel has always – erroneously – claimed to be), where the inhabitants can
worship any religion they care (including none if so desired), as long as they do not
disturb their neighbours doing so. A Jewish state (understood as a state in which Jews
enjoy special privileges) is therefore as impossible as an Islamic state for the same area.
Of course, this is only a dream, at present, or an ideological target for a distant future.
The United Nations General Assembly must revoke the wrongful decision of 1947 to
participate the Mandate of Palestine since Israel in the preceding 62 years have only
committed grave crimes against part of its population, wiped off Palestine from the map
and anyhow ignored a large number of resolutions of the UN. Whether Israel itself
retracts or is excluded from the UN, does not really matter, both is a natural
consequence of the revocation. The new mixed Palestinian/Jewish unity state will then
(later) be expected to find its way to the International community, which may by then be
dealing with other problems than Israeli-stimulated warfares.

Back to Brooklyn
Does this futuristic dream appear too naive to be carried out? It is certainly not easy, but
nothing is in this region. A non-viable „two-state solution,‟ understood as a conglomerate
of Vatican-sized unities behind the high walls of the Apartheid State, appears to be less
realistic. Besides, we shall not be afraid to pronounce injustice with its proper word.
The biggest problem in a future solution to the Palestinian Mandate is found among
the fugitives of the ethnic cleansing since 1947, to be found in fugitive camps,
particularly in Jordan, Syria, Gaza and the West Bank, but also spread over other the
world. Finding a place for them forces us to consider a special part of the area‟s
population which is rather easy to identify: the settlers who arrived from abroad
(particularly USA and Russia) and now live on stolen soil (whether they „bought‟ it from
the Israeli state is uninteresting in this connection). The new state has no place for
thieves, their citizenship must be revoked. Compensation can only be considered if their
home is given up intact. Yes, this will result in trouble, but even now, the Israeli settlers
have a high criminal potential, and they pose a hazard to any other solution than the
racist state, they are working so hard for.
Important is, that there is a considerable part of the Jews in Israel who are open to
co-existence with the original inhabitants of the state. They are probably in minority now
but along with the Palestinians, they can influence the development of the state
positively. Essential is support from abroad, including the measures (BDS = boycott,

divestment & sanction of the racist state). The apartheid regiment of South Africa was
overthrown [4]– why not also work for it in Israel?

De-Zionization
This is in sharp contrast to the support, the same state currently gets from nations which
considers themselves democracies with a humanistic basis; nations in which words as
discrimination, racism and ethnic cleansing describe the most disgusting crimes – unless
these are committed by our „friends and allies.‟ In that case, it is called anti-Semitism to
use an appropriate description. How have we sunk so deeply?
It is a long process, the „Zionization,‟ which prostitutes the so-called „Western
World‟ – Europe, Australia with New Zealand and in particular North America (USA &
Canada). Earlier, also Russia was a prominent target for global Zionisation, as
demonstrated by Solzhenitsyn [5]. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, this process
was planned to commence, and in an extreme short time-span, the regiment of Boris
Jelzin was infested by Jewish oligarchs, who gathered incredible wealth from nothing.
Fortunately for the Russians, the successor cleaned up among them.
“Where the money is, you find the Jews,” said a French woman and was promptly
accused of anti-Semitism. She had forgotten to mention, that most Jews are not wealthy.
Whether it had helped her to emphasize that is doubtful. Reversely, Jews are crowded
among bankers, media moguls, politicians, lawyers and physicians, just as Solzhenitsyn
described. Zionism was hardly a problem for the old Russia and the Soviet Union, but
after its collapse, Russia was both haunted by some who stayed (the before-mentioned
Oligarcs) and the sudden „brain-drainage‟ of many who left.
With a mixture of economic influence, media censorship and political influence, not
just the Jews but the Zionists are affecting the World for their (at least currently) small
but militant country. The adhesion to their masters among North-American politicians is,
seen with a Europeans eyes, extreme, and the devotion for Israel simply ridiculous.
Without any emergency, both chambers of the American congress voted for a loyalty
declaration with some 75% of the members. It is feared by some and expected by many
that USA (and with it possibly all other NATO-states) will be drawn into the Zionists war
with Iran – so far only a war of words [6]. While the selected people‟s state becomes
several billions $ annually and other wars are fought on their behalf with great losses,
USA is facing collapse with high unemployment rate, widespread homelessness, broad
economic crisis, faltering civil rights, obvious crimes in high offices – in short, on the
brink of revolution against the billionaires society, and we can only hope it will pass along
without precipitating real anti-Semitism against the dominating race.

The Advantages for the Jews
A restructured Palestinian-Israeli State, liberated from the most criminal popular layer
(the present settlers) may also for its future Jewish inhabitants offer significant
advantages, although it would be naive to expect them from one day to the next. The
present world record compulsory military service can be drastically reduced. Many Jews
dream of living in peace with their neighbours, a dream which may then come true. The
principle of one law for everybody in the state, uniformly handled towards everybody,
should be carried out as in Nations whose friendship Israel currently seeks.

Conclusion
Only in the one-state solution is it possible to find the prospects for peace. This can only
be realized with participation from abroad and demands a transitional phase with revoke
of the Jewish state (for non-adherence to the partition plan of 1947 and numerous UNresolutions), persecution of selected war criminals, expatriation of illegal settlers to their
native land and (probably the absolute precondition) de-zionisation of the present
regimes supportive states. We have work to do!
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